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On the Structure of independence on Wiener Space 
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M. ZAKAI* 
1. INTKODUC~TION ANII NOVA IION 
In previous work we have derived necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the independence of random variables on Wiener space and, in particular, 
the characterization of independence of two square integrable random 
variables one being an element in the pth Wiener chaos and the second 
being an element of the yth Wiener chaos [7-91. These results point out 
that in certain cases the independence of a pair of random variables in 
Wiener space is closely related to the a.s. orthogonality of their weak-H 
derivatives. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relation between 
the independence of certain classes of subsigma-fields and the orthogonality 
of the weak H-derivatives of the random variables which generate the 
subsigma-fields. 
In the next section we introduce several classes of subsigma-fields, 
Roughly speaking, a subsigma field is said to be faithful if the random 
variables which are measurable with respect to it can be approximated by 
smooth random variables which are also measurable with respect to this 
subsigma-field. A subsigma-field t is said to be stable with respect to a 
certain operation, say L or L ' (where L is the generator of the infinite 
dimensional OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup) if for every r measurable 
random variable cp which is in the domain of the operator, Lcp (or L 'cp) 
is also t-measurable. The subsigma field r is said to be Wiener chaos stable 
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if for every. z-measurable L2 random variable cp, the projection of cp on the 
nth Wiener chaos is also r measurable for every n in RJ. Several properties 
of these subsigma fields and some relations between them are also 
discussed in Section 2. If r is generated by a countable collection of 
weak H-differentiable random variables then we can define a tangent space 
associated with the generator as the closure of the linear space spanned by 
the weak H-derivatives of the generator. This notion is introduced in 
Section 3 and a sufficient condition for independence of two subsigma fields 
in terms of the orthogonality of their tangent spaces is derived. The notion 
of a closed subsigma-field, somewhat similar to that of a closed differential 
form, is introduced in Section 4. Necessary and or sufficient conditions of 
independence of subsigma fields are derived in Section 5. The conditions for 
independence are in terms of the notions of the Malliavin calculus and the 
notions introduced in the earlier sections. The general results of Section 5 
are applied in Section 6 to the following special case. Let T be an interval 
on the real line and 1etJ’be a symmetric L’ function on T”, let I,](,/‘) denote 
the multiple Wienerfto integral off: Let r(Z,(,f‘)) denote, very roughly, the 
subsigma-field generated by 
r(Z,,(f’)) = +,,U’), DZ,(.f’)> . . . . D” ‘~,,(.f‘)) 
(cf. (6.1) for the exact definition). It is first shown in Section 6 that t(Z,(,f’)) 
is Wiener chaos stable. Different characterizations for the independence of 
t(Z,(f)) and r(Z,(g)) are also given in Section 6 and, in particular. it is 
shown that ~(z,(f)) and z(Z,(g)) are independent, if and only if Z,,(,f) and 
Z,(g) are independent random variables. Note that for p odd and 
f(t, , . . . . rP) = u(t, ) u( t,) . . u( f,), the subsigma field generated by Z,,(,f) is 
the same as ~(l,(f)). On the other hand, for p = 2 and J‘(r,, tz) = 
x: iViZz,(r,)hl(t2), t(Zz(.f)) can be considerably larger than a(Z,(J‘)), in 
particular, if (h,(t), iE F% } is a complete orthonormal system on T, ju, # 0 
and C 1.f < x then r(Zz(,f)) is the whole sigma field generated by the 
Wiener process ( W,, f E T). 
Notation. (C, H, p) represents the classical Wiener space, i.e., 
C= C( T, R), where T is an interval [0, t,] of the real line, H is the 
Cameron-Martin space and p is the Wiener measure on C. For p > 1, k E L 
and X a separable Hilbert space, D,,,(X) denotes the completion of 
polynomials on C taking values in A’, where the completion with respect 
to the norm 
llcpll ILDp,l(x)= il(Z+ Ljk * (P/Ir.P,,i.X) 
and L is the generator of OrnsteinUhlenbeck process taking values in C’ 
(cf., e.g., [lo]). The projective limit of these Sobolev spaces is denoted 
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D I (X) and its dual is denoted D’,.(X). For the case X= Iw we will write 
D, for D .~ (X), etc. We will use D to denote the stochastic gradient (also 
called the Sobolev derivative) taking LCD,],, to Dp.l, ,(H) for all p > 1, k E Z; 
its adjoint will be denoted by 6. Note that 6 is a continuous map of 
DI,,.~ + ,(H) to D,T,1 for all p> 1, kEZ’. 
The following subspace of D r will be needed later, it will be denoted .(Y’ 
and is defined as follows. The random variable cp E DJ, will be said to be 
an element of .d if, denoting by x,:=,I Z,,(cp,,) the Wiener chaos decomposi- 
tion of Q. we have 
for all c > 0. Note that the elements of .d are precisely the analytic vectors 
in the sense of E. Nelson (cf. [S]) for the operation-l when considered as 
an essentially self adjoint operation on L’(p) = D2,0. 
2. SOME CLASSES OF SUBSIGMA FIELDS 
In this section we will consider some special classes of subsigma fields of 
the Wiener space which are “rich enough” (in some sense) and will play an 
important role in the later sections. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subsigma field r of 9I( C) containing all the p-null 
sets will be called a faithful subsigma-field if D , n L’(r) is dense in L’(r). 
D, n L’(r) will be denoted by D, (r). 
LEMMA 2.2. Ler t be countahl~~ generated T = CT{ cp,, ic N, cp, E L’}, then 
T is faitlzful if and only! !f ‘c is generated by a sequence of elements of D ,. 
nnmely if there e.uist.c u sequence *, E D , , iEN .cuch that 7=o{$,,iENi). 
Proof: Assume that r = a{$,, in N, IC/,E D x ) then (p,($,, . . . . II/,,), 
p,,( .) E C: (KY), n E N } is dense in L’(z) and therefore r is faithful. Conver- 
sely, let T= (cp,, in F+J, (P,E L’). fix i,; then since r is faithful, there exists a 
sequence [II/ lo. ,, .J’E N ) with IJ,,,, , E D ~ and II/,,, , -;i , cp,,,. Rearranging 
the double sequence i,,,,,, i,,, ,jE N into a single sequence completes the 
proof. 
We consider now some classes of sigma fields which are stable with 
respect to certain operations. Recall that L is the Ornsteinuhlenbeck 
operator and L ’ is well defined on the class of zero-mean L’ random 
variables. 
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DEFINITIONS 2.3. (a) A subsigma-field T will be said to be I,-stable if 
LD,(r)c I,. 
(b) A subsigma field will be called f, ’ stable if ~~~‘~~,(~)~~~~~(~), 
where M,,(r) is the collection of the elements of L’(r) with zero expecta- 
tion. 
(c) t will be called L-faithful or L ‘-faithful if t is faithful and L- or 
L l-stable. respectively. 
(d) t will be said to be stable with respect to the Wiener chaos 
decomposition (or just Wiener chaos stable) if for any q E L’(z) with the 
chaos decomposition cp = 1, I,,(,{;,) (where 1,,(,f;,) is the multiple 
Wiener-It0 integral of order n), Z,,(,~;,)E L’(t) for all n. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (a) @‘z is L ‘-sruhle then,~~r ffnj* 2 E L’ with E. = 0: 
L ‘E(/lIt)=E(L- lil7). 12.1) 
(c) Zfr is L ‘;fait@l then for my a in (0, l] and any’ E. E D7,2, 
L”E(i j 5) = E(L”E, / 7). (2.3) 
PRX$ (a) Let $IE M,(r), then, since r is L r-faithful and L ’ is 
selfadjoint, 
and (2.1) follows since r was assumed to be L ‘-stable. 
(b) Let ALE D,,, then by part (a). 
E(i./t)=E(LpiL/j./T) 
=lY ‘E(Li.jz) (2.4) 
which is (2.3) for x = 1. Now let .f~ L’(z) n UI 7 and denote by t:, 
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Then by (2.4). z’, satisfies the evolution equatioh 
Wowever, t “If= u, satisfies the same evolution equation with the same 
initial condition. Since this equation has a unique sofution in t’ (even in 
D , ), we must have rr = u,: hence E(e “:f j 5) = c ‘“f which proves (2.2 ). 
(c) Equation (2.3) for a= I was already proved in (bf (cf. Ey. (2.4)). 
Turning to the case x E (0, I), note that it follows from the fomulas of 
Balakrishnan for the fractional power of L” (cf. [ 11, p. 260, Eq. 51) and 
from (2.2) that if cp E UID7,? is T-measurable then L”cp is also T-measurable. 
Therefore, for li/ E I14 I n L”(T), 
E(~.E(L”E,Ir))-E(llr.L*i) 
which proves (2.3). 
PRoPosrrroN 2.5 (a) ff z is L ‘-stuhk 1hen t is L-stuhlf~. 
(b 1 If’z is L;fhit&I cmd contains a dmse srt of L-anulrtic urmor,s t/m 
r is L ‘TfaithfuI. 
(c) Jf t is Wiener chaos stsbk then T is ,firithfid und L ‘-~st~~hk. 
Proof: The proof of part (a) follows directly from part (c) of Proposi- 
tion (2.4) for x= 1. 
(bf Let .& denote the set of L-analytic vectors, then *d n t?(r) was 
assumed to be dense in L’(r). If t;a E ,~%f~~(t), thenthere exist a sequence of 
analytic vectors ~7 II c .d n L’{rl and p,, -+ cp in L’(T). Note that if ~5 is an 
L-analytic L7 vector with tt, = C $fr, where $r is the projection of $ on the 
pth chaos then xr r@$,, converges in L”. Therefore t> ‘l-+ exists and is 
s-measurable. Consequently r - “.v),, is r-measurable for every ~2. Since 
* / 
-L ‘cp,) = / P,(J),, dt. 
“0 
where I’, = P ‘I and the integral converges in I,’ it follows that C .’ ‘VI,, is 
also T-measurable. Since j/ L ‘- ‘( ~;a,, -I.’ cp )I/ 
t .- ‘“3 is also 7-measurable. 
laz,a d !icp,, - ml: 112,1,, it follnws that 
(c) This foifows directly from the definition of stabifity with respect 
to the Wiener chaos. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Suppose thut z is L,fait/zful und .d n L2(t) = <a/(t) is dense 
in L’(z) (hence t is L ‘-f~~i~?f~~i). Then xl( f ‘1 t T fs ( ense in L”(s),,for an?+ q > 1. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that .oi(r) is total in L”(r) for any y> I; 
i.e., if .f E ( Ly(~))’ = L”‘(t)( Ijy + Ijiy’ = 1 ) such that E[,f . a] = 0, Vu E xl(t) 
then ,f‘= 0. If y’ 3 2, then L”‘c_ L2, so there is nothing to prove. Suppose 
then that I < 4’~ 2 (i.e., (I> 2), then choose t 3 0 such that 
e”(q’ - I ) + I 3 2. From the hypercont~activity theorem of Nelson, 
Y “yf E L’ and it is also t-measurable (this follows form part (b) of 
Proposition 2.4 and from the fact that L’(z) is dense in L”‘(z) and the 
continuity of c ” on L”, VpZ I). Since I’ “-.n/(z)c.n/(z), (a “:f; u) =O. 
VUE.C&‘(T), but since ,d(r) is dense in L’(r), we have P “:j’= 0 as. Conse- 
quently, for any multiple Wiener integral I,, we have 
0 = E[e yf’. f,,] = e “‘E[.f‘ t I,,], 
hence ,f= 0 and the result follows since the multiple Wiener integrals are 
dense in Lf(C, d(C), p) for any p > I. 
Proof: Let D,(t,)= D, n L’(r,). i= 1, 2. Then cr{D(t,)uD(r,)j = 
z, v rz, hence the finite linear combinations of ,f(q). g($) with .f and K 
smooth, bounded, cp E D ,~ (ri ), ri/ E D % (r2) will be dense in L’(T, v T?): If 
A E ti , then, by the hypothesis, there exists a sequence cp,,, n = 2,2, . . . such 
that ~,1~U3X(rl)r y!,+‘.‘l ,1. Let O<,f,<l be C; s.t. j(I)= I and 
f(O)=O* til(w)=,f(I d(~~)) and ,f(v,,)-‘-” l,,$. Moreover, if BET:, then 
there exists a sequence @,,, $,, c D , (rCZ), $,z + 1 B--j’($,z) +‘i’ I H, 
‘JP3 1 *.f’(cp,,).f($,,)-* ],,,,B in L”, Vp 3 I, which completes the proof. 
For the analytic vectors the situation is different since this class is not 
stable under the composition with smooth functions. However, in this case 
we have 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let .d n L’(r,) hi dense in L’(z,), i = I, 2. Then 
.d n L2(t, v .tz) is dense in L’(r, v z2). In purticular, if‘& n L”(r,) is dense 
in L”(t,) ,fi)r an?* ~31, i= I,2 . . . . . fhen L7(Vlely t,) n .R;’ is den.re in 
L’W,, “1 5,). 
ProqJ We can approach .f’(cp,?) and .f’(1,5,~) of the above proof by the 
analytic random variables in L4; hence the multiplication converges in L’. 
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Proof: It is sufficient to show that ~7, ED, (r,), i= I, 2, 11 “(Q, v)?) is 
again t, v rz-measurable Vr > 0. But there exist sequences LI,,, h,, such 
that (~,,)c.dn L’(r,), (h,,)cL’(~~)n.d, and u,, 4 cpI, h,, -+ q2 in L’. 
therefore u,,h,, -+ cp$ in L’ and ra,,h,, is again analytic. Consequently, 
(1 “,(cr,,h,,) +e IL(~,q2) in L’, therefore 0 ‘“(ci,,qn:) is f, v T’- 
measurable. 
A simple condition for L ‘-stability for ~nite~y generated sigma fields is 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let 7 hr generated hy 9 = (cp ,. . ..~ p,, ), q.3, E D I , 
i= l , . ..) I?, and suppme fhal cp i.v it nonrlegetwrate, W-~‘dued randot~t 
lwiahlr (i.e., (det(Dq?, Dq,),,) ’ in,, L”(p)). Jj’ Lq, und (Dq,, Lhp,) NW 
t-m~amrahle ,fi)r rrn~, i, ,j = 1, . . . . 12, theti 1: is L ‘Tftiit!tfii. 
Proof: The celebrated theorem of P. Malliavin (cf. [lo], for example). 
states that the law of 40 has a density in Y(R”) (the space of the rapidly 
decreasing C ‘-functions on R”) with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
which is given by 
((~,(YL 1 > 
Let U={.Y: (ii,(q), I)>Oj-; 0 is an open set and if re-D,, then 
E[r j r] = fl(cp,, . . . . Q,,), where H is a function defined on 0 with 
(d,(Y), a> 
f1(s)= (S,(y), I )’ s E 0 
(cf. [lo]). Consequently 0 is in C ‘(0). hence ?,fl(cp,, . . . . q,,) is a 
well-defined random variable. We want to show that it is in Ly, for any 
q> I. Since j.f(y,, . . . . cp,,);,f’~a(o)) is dense in L”(r), for any p> I, it is 
sufficient to show that one has 
!(~,~(Y).~‘(Y))~ <c il.flvtlilLp~ i= I. . . . . I?: 
for any p> 1, 
<~,@(tpl> .f‘(cp)) 
= ~r”,(mY)--If(Y~ ~i.f‘(Y)., 1 > 
= j, ~CY,A(W(‘@‘)(Y)L Duli;)--Qcp) y,,(D(,f’(cp)), Dv,)l 
where ;iit is the inverse of the matrix (Dip,, Lkpn), 
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From the hypothesis, we have 
III df p ll.f(4o)llLr? forany p> 1, 
where c,, is a constant independent of,f: We have also 
hence 
where rl, is also a constant independent of ,fl Iterating this argument, we 
show that ?;,I, . . . . $H(+Y,, . . . . tp,,) E L”(p) for any (a,, . . . . CC,,) and p > 1 which 
shows that O(q) E I),, (T). 
To prove the L j-stability, it is sufficient to prove that for any 
/IE D,(z), e ‘L[l E D , (t): Let II/ ED, ; we have 
where { t?,( cp r, . . . . v,~); k E N ) converges to E[$ / 21 in L’(+u), such that If, 
are smooth. Hence 
f (E[e -“-/lIr], $) = -(LE[r "~/utl, ECtilrl>. 
Let i @,A(9 1 t ..‘f 9,); h E N 1 be a sequence converging to E[r “+jI /r] in L’. 
with f9i,,z smooth. Then 
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then the argument used in the proof of Proposition 2.4(b) applies and this 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
3. TANGENT SPACES AND THE IMPLXATIONS OF THEIR ORTHOGONALITY 
Let ‘5 be a a-field generated by G=jq,.ieN). where ~I,ED),,. We 
denote by K,(U)) the set defined 
K,(w)=span~f{Dtp,(~o), iE N 1. 
We call K, the tangent space associated to (T, G). In general K, may 
depend on the choice of G. To see this it is enough to remark that even if 
in l<x .f;(cp,M~G~v,~Gj is dense in L”(t); there is no reason for it 
to be dense in D,, , n L’(r) with respect to the topology of D,, , Take its 
closure in ID,,, and take the closure of a similar set but a different gener- 
ator G’, then the two tangent spaces may very well have only one element 
in common. However, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose r = o(G), G = (cp,; in N ), is LTfait~fil, and. 
that cp E M,,(t) n mi I Then Dcp I K,;p a.e., if’ and on!,~ if’cp = 0 ax. 
Proof: (-) Let N< z,,~EC~([W~~), then we have 
O= E(Dq, Qf’((p,. . . cc)) =EC.h ,.f‘((i,,, . . .. cp,v)l. 
Therefore E[Lq 1 o(cp,, . . . . qov)] = 0, VN + E[Lq 1 r] = 0; since Lcp is 
r-measurable, we have Lcp = 0 a.s. and hence cp = 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. Supposr that 7 = o(G), G = {cp,; ig N ), is L ‘Tfiit/!fid 
and that, FE i13iz,? is Such that DF I K,;p ax Then F is independent of’ T. 
Proof: For any ~EC~(R),~‘EC~(R~~). NEN, we have 
O=ECD&F), Qf((p,, . . . . q,))l 
= ECWF) ..f(ci,, , . . . . q \ )I. 
Therefore, by the martingale convergence theorem, E[ L0( F) 1 r] = 0: 
hence, by part (a) of Proposition 2.4, L ‘E[U?(F) 1 r] = 0 and, therefore. 
EC@F) I rl = aefI1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose i = 1, 2, T, = a(G,), G, c Ul , mmtahlr, and thut 
T, is ,faithful and TsL is L ‘yfaitlzful. Then K,,, I K,,, implirs that T, unci T: 
are independent. 
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PVOC$ From the hypothesis, we have 
E!ILB(v I * .--_I cp,, f Kf$ I , ...1 $,,, fl = a for any smooth 0. 
Hence, by passing to the limit 
-amv,, ..‘3 cp,, 1. $1 = 03 v’Ic/ ED(r,). 
Therefore, 
The proof is completed by replacing j, with L ‘(ti, - E$). 
The following result may be also useful for testing the independence: 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that 7 and q arc tw-o counta& generated sigma 
,fields: f = “{‘pi; if N ), q=cr{$,;iENj, utith qI,IjIEDx, ,for an!! iEN. 
Denote b!l % (T) the algebra 
%(r)= j.f(cpil, . ..) (P~):~‘E%‘;-(R~),~EN]. 
Suppose, furt~~~r~nore, that 
(i) ~~~(~)~~-~(~),,~~~ 0n.r kczN. 
(ii) There exists (I dense wt qfcma/ytic cec’tars in L’(q). 
Then the orthogonality qf the tangent sprrcr~s implies the independence 01’ z 
and q. 
Proof: Let .f E % i (R”), K E 55; ( W’: ): then from the hypothesis, 
EILf(cp,,..., cp,,)~K(li/,,..., tJfh)l =a 
Passing to the limit in g(tlfl, . . . . Gx), we have 
ECLj‘(q 1 , . ..1 yJ,, f ’ $1 = 0. for any $ E D(q). 
We claim that 
In fact, 
ECLrf(cp,,..., cp,).$l =a forany k> 1. 
E[L(L” ‘f(40,, . . . . q,,)).$l= lim ECLC((pj,, . . . . cp,,,).$l ,I -- 7 
Z 0. 
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where jO:(cp,,, . . . . q,,,); no N) is a sequence from %7(r) converging to 
Lk :f’tcP, 3 ..., cp,,) in L’(r). Suppose now that $ E (ID, (q) is analytic (with 
respect to L); then 
k -0 
hence, 
(e “uf’(cp,, “‘, cp,,) - Jwl~,~ “‘> cp,,)l). * > = 0. 
for any * E D , (q), .f E U; (FY), n E N, so 
<L ‘U.f’(Vl 3 “‘3 (P,?) - a.fl43,. .“1 cp,,)l), $ > = 0. 
which implies that 
axv I > ...Y cp,,) I rll = -w(cp, 1 “‘3 cp,,)l. Q.E.D. 
4. CLOSED SUBSIGMA FIELDS 
Let r be a faithful subsigma field we denote by A’(r) the subspace of 
UI / (H) defined by 
(4.1 1 
and Ker S will denote the collection of u E D ,-(H) for which du = 0 as 
DEFINITION 4.1. The subsigma field r will be said to be ~/o.& if 
A’(r)cD(D,(T))+Ker6. (4.2 1 
Remark 1. Given any E, E lD, % (H), following [6], set cp = L ’ 6L; then 
cpEDX> A= Dcp+ (i.-Dq), and 6(i.-Dq)=O. Consequently i. has the 
decomposition i. = Dcp + u0 with 9 E D ,~ and 6u, = 0 (cf. Theorem IV.3 of 
[6] and Theorem 4.4 of [3]). What is required in Definition 4.1 is that 
q E [I4 I (T) and not just cp E [I3,. 
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Remark 2. If A ‘(t) is closed then, i E A ‘(t) implies then that 
u,=i.-Dfp, cpeD,, and, consequently, u() is also in ,4’(r). Set Ker, 6 = 
Ker 6 n A ‘(T). Then 
A’(r) = D(D ~, (t)) + Ker, (5. (4.3) 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 7, rt be faithful subsigma fields. We will say that 
A’(r) and A’(Q) are orthogonal; i.e., A’(r) I A’(q), if for any i, E A’(r) 
and E,,EA’(TT) it holds that E(A,, Iz) =O. 
Note that .4’(r) I A’(q) if and only if for every (PE UI, (r). $ E ITI!, (q), 
q<D~,D~)l~vq}=o. a.s. (4.4) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Any L ‘,faitl$il sigma-field t is closed. 
Proqf: If 1. = 3 Dq, u(, cp E ED, (r), then there exists a unique $ E ID,, 
such that 
and 6u = 0. Hence 
ccDcp=D$+u (4.5 
6(x Dq) = ctLq - (Dq, Dx) = LIc/. (4.6) 
Since r is L-l-faithful, it is also L-faithful, therefore @Lq is r-measurable. 
Moreover, 
(Dcp, Dr ) = Lacp - cpLz - aLcp; 
therefore (Dq, Dee) is also r-measurable. By (4.6), L$ is r-measurable and 
consequently si/ is also r-measurable. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that T = c{ cp,, i E W ) is L ‘,fait@l. Then 
I/I E U12,, is r-measurable {fund only if DI+!I E ,I(,,@ 1’H’. 
Proc$ If r/I is z-measurable, i.e., I/I E ED,,, n L’(t), then there exists a 
sequence F,, + “(‘) $, with F,, = J;,(cp,, . . . . ~p,~), f; smooth, hence DF,, -+ D$ 
in D 2, ~. ,(H) and DF,, E A ‘(2). Conversely, let $ = II/ - E($ ( r). Since 
$ E D,., , it follows from part (c) of Proposition 2.4 that E($I t) is also in 
iID 2, I ; therefore $ E U12, 1 For any PEEI, we have O=E($.q)= 
E(D$, DL- Iv); replacing cp by Lcp yields 0 = E( 05, Dq) for all 
cp~D,(t). Since A’(r)cDD,(r)+KerS and D$~n’(z)~l, I”” (this is 
obvious for DE(IC/(r), there exists a sequence (t,,)c A’(T) such that 
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hence. 
ElD$I’=E(D$,D$)= lim E(L)@,<,,). 
,i + I 
but ;,, is of the form Dq + U, q E D , (r), u E Ker 6. Hence, 
E<Dik 5,,> =E(Dk Dv> =0 
by what we have shown above, since .Lq E D , (r). Therefore. 
E lD$l’=O 
and, consequently, 
$=E(II//~), 
which completes the proof. 
5. NECESSARY AND/OR SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR INIEPENIENCE 
We start this section with the following characterization of inde- 
pendence: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let T be L ~‘Tfuit~fid und let q hc ,fuif/$rl suhsigmu 
fie1d.y. Then the ,following are equioulcnt: 
(i) T und q urc independent 
(ii) Ji)~eoer~‘~~E~(t)unde~er?,ICI~ID,,(11), 
E(Dv,D$)=O 
(iii) rr,iflz cp und $ us in (ii), 
Et<@, DrC/)lNcp> ICI))=0 U.S.. 
bvhere o(cp, I/J) denotes the subsigma .field generated hi, thr puir of random 
t’uriuhles cp and $. 
Proqj!f: We assume throughout the proof that Eq = E$ = 0. 
(ii)*(i) 
E(cpt,b)=E(LL-‘cp.rC/)=E(DL -‘qo, D$) 
and since z is L ‘-stable, L ‘q is r-measurable and E( DL ‘q, Dt+k) = 0 
by assumption (ii) hence r and TT are independent. 
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(i) + (iii) Let /1~ UI , n M,,(r), $ E D r (q). Then 
0 = E(L .,r‘($), 
= E(LL ‘2 .,r’(lj?,) 
= Ej,f”($)(DL ‘I, 01)) 1, 
where f(.)~c:(R’). Given any cp~ilzi,. nM,,(t), p(.)~c;([W’), set 
I= Q(q). Then, since T is L ‘-stable it is also L-stable, hence, 
1. E D x n M,(z) and 
which is (iii). Finally, (iii) obviously implies (ii). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that ‘5 is L ‘Tfuit&l und q is ,fuit&d. then 
(i) t and q ure independent if’ und onlls lf 
for any ~PEP,(T), $~D.(rl). 
(ii) Suppose, ,furthermore thut q is L.~OSP~. Then the independence of”5 
and q is also equit:ulent to 
(5.2) 
Prooj: The sufficiency of (5.1) and (5.2) follows from Proposition 5.1. 
Assume that q and f are independent and let CIE ID, I (T), then 
E(r(Dq, D$)) = E(8 Dq, D$). Setting x DCJJ = D@ + u with &=O and 
@? E ED,, (T) and DCJ E dom S, then 
E(r(D~,D~))=E(D~,D~)+E(u,D~) 
= E((Lcjj)II/)+ E($.6u). 
The first term vanishes since @ is z-measurable and t is L I-, hence 
L-stable; the second term vanishes since 6~ = 0. This yields (5.1). Turning 
to (5.2), let BE D,(q) then 
E(B(W W>)= E(Dv, D$> + EC&, u’> 
=E(Lq.$)=O 
which yields (5.2). 
Since ti, i= 1, 2, were assumed to he closed, we have 
.f’(tp I,..., ‘P,,)Dv,=D$+u”“’ 
g($, , . . . . li/,,) D$ = D$ t 14~~). 
From (i) and (ii) we have 
i.=E<D~S,D~)=E(L~-$). 
In order to prove that 2. =0 we may consider smooth approximations 
O,,(cp,. . . . . (p,,), v,,(l/l,, . ..~ J/,,) to +J and I$. respectively. Therefore /.,, -+ ;i, 
L,, = E( DO,,(q,, ..I. cp,,), Dv,,($, 3 ..I, ix 1) 
and i;,, = 0 by (i 1. 
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and, by independence, the self-adjointness of L and L-stability, 
ECd(Dq, ah>1 =u4~‘u4$)1 pECwl ~.aBWI --canal ‘mwl 
= JQ$-uJP) - av1. UtiUI - XvLrl WWI 
= E(d(DX, D/j>) 
=o since K,, I K,;,. 
COROLLARY 5.5. [f’ T,, f, ure countuhly generated, r I is Lyfait@l unri ‘52 
is Lag ‘7fait/zful then K, i K2 as. implies thut 
Proof: By Theorem 3.3, T, and 22 are independent and the result 
follows from Proposition 5.3. 
DEFINITION 5.6. Suppose that T,, ‘52 are two L-faithful subsigma fields. 
‘5,) T? will be said to be cornplementar~~ if ‘I, v T? is again L-faithful. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Suppose that r, and 7’2 ure countably generated, r, is 
L-faithful, r2 is L ‘Tfaitlzful and th at they ure complementury. Then the 
fblloll~ing statements, are equivalent: 
(i) K, I K, a..~., 
(ii) A’(r,) I A’(r,) 
(iii) (&,D*)=O, CI.S., VpE[IZi.(r,), iED,( 
Proqf: The proof follows from Corollary 5.4 noting that (Dq, D$) is 
r, v r,-measurable, since (Dq, D$ ) = L( c&) - Ic/Lcp - cpL$. 
Some parts of the above result remain true if we suppress the hypothesis 
of the countability of the a-fields: 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Suppose (hut r , , r2 and r, v rl ure L-stable. Then the 
following are equioalent: 
(a) A’(r,) I AI 
(b) E[(Dq,D$)lr, v rrl=O, V”PED,(T,), $ED,(~~) 
(cl (Dq, De>=0 N-Y., V’~PE[IZI,~(T,), @fin,,. 
Proof: The equivalence of (a) and (b) holds for any pair of faithful 
sigma-algebras (cf. Eq. (4.4)). Obviously (c) implies (b) and (b) implies (c) 
as in the proof of Corollary 5.7. 
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Remark. Note that if, in addition, either ‘5, or 72 is L ‘-stable then any 
of these conditions implies the independence of t, and ~~ (cf. Proposi- 
tion 5.l(ii)). 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Suppose that T and q are ~~lo.sed thrn A ’ (T ) I A ’ (q ) if 
and onlr q 
(i) Ker, 6 I Ker, 6 N~~LI’ 
(ii) E(Dcp, D$)=O, V~E~D),(T), andall$EUID.(q). 
Rem&. Note that if, moreover, T or ‘1 is L ‘-faithful then by Proposi- 
tion 5.1 (ii) is equivalent to the independence of T and q. 
Proof: If A’(T) I A’(q) then obviously (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
Conversely, with SI, cp E I14 * (z), /I, $ E D r (q), 
Erb( Dcp, DJ/ ) = E( Dcj, D$ ) + E( 71”“‘. 76”‘). 
which by (i) and (ii) is zero; hence A’(r) I A’(q). 
THEOREM 5.10. Supposr that ~~ and ‘5z are countahl~~ generated, T I is 
L ‘,faitl?f;l, ~~ i.s closed, L-stable ‘{*it/7 Ker, 6 I Ker, 6, and ~~ v ~~ i.s 
Lyfirithful. Thm T I , zll are independent (fund on!,? ifan?’ ttt.0 tungent spacrs 
associatrd lo Tl und r’2 are orlhogor7al ulmost surely. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.3, the orthogonality of the tangent spaces implies 
independence. Conversely, by Proposition 5.9, ,4’(r,) I A’(r,) and the 
result follows from Corollary 5.7. 
The following result shows that under certain conditions, the inde- 
pendence of T, and t2 implies the orthogonality of Ker,, b and Kerr2 6. 
THEOREM 5. I 1. Suppose tl7at t, und t2 ure cour7tuhly gerzerutrd, 
LTfirithfid G-$elds, .suppo~sc, moreoucr, tlzat ‘I’ is c.lo.wd, ar7d kt G, = (q, ), 
G1 = i$,) be their respectiw generutors. Suppose ti7ut tl ar7d ~~ urc indepen- 
dent and thut Drp, is ~~ -measurable, V’cp, E G, and D$, is ~3-n7ea.suruhlt~ ,fix 
Viz E GZ. Then Ker I 6 is orthogonal to A ‘(t,) 2 Ker, d. 
Proof: Let,f; g, LI, h be smooth functions respectively on R”, R”‘, [WA, R’. 
We have 
EC.S(vl~ . .. . (~~~1 R($‘, . . . . $,,,KWq,, . . . . ~~1, Dh($,. . . . . $,)>I 
= (W’(vl. -) P,,) Da(v,, . . . . ~~~11, ECg(til. . . . . $,,,I DN$,. . . . . $,)I >. 
We first extend this result (cf. Eq. (5.3)) and then apply it to the proof of 
the theorem. From now on we shall omit writing the interiors of ,f‘(- ). 
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g(-), etc. Suppose that KE D * (T,), BED , (T:), u,( m-j + K, /I,( ~-) 4 B in 
L’(T,), j = 1, 2 (respectively). We have 
lim EC.f’(-1 g(k)(Da,( 1. Dh,( )?I = lim (WDa,l, .Qg Dh,l> I-x i+, 
Sinceu,-+Kin L’,,f’issmooth (C~),,t’Do,+.f’ZIKin D:. ,(H). 
+ E[I~(z+L) ’ (,f’Da,-,fDK)(15,] 40, using Holder inequality, 
lIE[(z+L) ‘(.f‘Da,-J’D~~1l/f,d~ClI~~+~~ ‘(.f’ u,-f’~K)II~,11;-;+O 
* lim,,, E[(Z+L) ’ (,f‘Du,-,fDK)] =0 in the norm topology 
of H. 
However, it is easy to see that 
E[(Z+ L) ’ 51 = E[5]. 
for any 5 E ED ~ (H): 
E[(z+L)-’ (]= i: E[(ZSL) ’ <ir> Ck)l Ck> 
k=l 
((I+ L) ’ is defined coordinatewise for the H-valued random variables), 
but 
E[(z+L) ’ (i’,el,>]=E[(Le,)], 
since (I+ L) ’ is symmetric and (I+ L) ’ 1 = 1. Consequently, we have 
lim E[f(-) s(-~)(Da,( -)> Dh,(- ))I = (E[.f’(-, DK], EC&) DB]). I + x 
Moreover, by the independence and L-stability we have 
EC.fg(~a,, Dh,)l 
= EC.fk(L(a,h,) - u,Lh, - h,Lu,)l 
= ~C~,~,Ufi)l - EC.fQ,l EC&Q,1 - EWa,l K!+J,l 
=Elu,h,(,fk+ g-&f’+ <Ofi &))I 
- a3,l ECgLh,l - a.fL~,l ECgh,l 
= E[u,h,(LIf: Dg)] = E[K. B(Qf; Dg)]. 
Now, again using the independence and L-stability as above, we have 
ECK.B<Qf. &:>I 
Hence, finally, we have 
Using a density argument, we find that, for any cp E ED ~ (z, ), $ E 03 7 (z,), we 
have 
Assume now that q E Ker S n n ‘(t , ), since T, is closed, q should be of the 
form 2:;’ ~~ DK, with qpi, K,, IfD I (zl); hence, if z:;’ ~5~ RB,E .4 ‘(TV), we have 
by (Si, 
=F $ (ECQ~ DK,l* EC$jDB,l> 
But, since 21 ‘pi DK, E Ker, 6, we have E[C tpi OKi] = 0. in fact, if h E H, we 
have 
since C vn, DK,E Ker, 6, and this completes the proof. 
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6. APPLICATIONS TO MULTIPLE WIENER -ITO INTEGRALS 
Let ,f be a symmetric L’ kernel on T”. Let {h,(t), i E T, i E N 1 be a 
complete orthogonal sequence on T and let t(l,,(,f)) denote the subsigma 
field, 
roughly speaking. 
%(.f’)) = a&(f), DZ,,(.f), . . . . D” ‘I,(f) 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. r(Z,(f )) is Wiener chaos stahlr (gamely, .fix ecery integer 
n the projection qf any Li-meusurahie random variable on the nth Wiener 
chaos is also wnrasurahle). 
Proof: We start with the foltowing two lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.2. For every tn, , m2, mp , E N, each element of the thaos 
decomposition of‘ 
(4.2) 
is T(l,(f))-measurable. 
Proof qf Lemma 6.2. Let f @"' denote the rnth tensor power of the 
symmetric L”(Tp) kernelf. In order to motivate the notation and certain 
arguments that wili be used later, consider, for exampIe, p = 4, m = 3. Let 
*tt , , . . . . t,,) = ,f@‘; then 
$(t,, . . . . t,2)=.f‘(t,. . . . . t4).f‘(fs. I.., r,)-,f(ty, . . . . tp). 
We want to consider multiple contractions of the kernel li, of the general 
type 
Therefore 5/ is an L”(P) kernet. We will also consider kernels obtained 
from $ as foitows: set 
Another special case of a general situation is as follows: consider the 
product 
(6.5) 
Note, for later reference, that the second integral can be replaced by 
and, consequently, the last term of (6.5) is measurable with respect o the 
subsigma field generated by { Dr,(.I;), DZ,(g, ) 1. 
Turning now to multiple contractions in the general case, we denote by 
(6.6) 
the contraction pairs, i.e., the iI th variable in the lyz, th factor of j’@“’ will 
be contracted with the ,jl th variable in the ~t,th factor of Jo”‘. We may 
assume that PI, dnrz d ... ; obviously rn,< rtz, 12, d RX. If m, = m, then 
i, # i,<. /,4 $1 wiIl denote the number of contractions, i.e., /J%,/ = r, We will 
use ,f@“‘(,A I} to denote the n7p2r kernel obtained for j”@” by the contrac- 
tion scheme A t. Let A denote the p .rrr-tuple .4 = { f,, . . . . trtl,,] and let A, be 
a contraction on if. Set Ah = A -A, to denote the (mp- 2r)-tuple of 
variables which wili remain after the contractions. Let AZ be a subset of Ah 
with l/121 = s as the number of elements of A, and let AZ = (U,, ff,, . . . . S,,). 
Set 
Then j”@“‘(A I, A2 f is an n-rp - 2r - s kernel. 
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Returning to the proof of the lemma, note first that by the product 
formula for multiple integrals (cf. e.g.. Eq. (4.18) of [ 1 or 21) the 
random variable X is a finite sum of multiple integrals of the form 
I mp-2r -,(f@‘YAl? A*)). w e will prove the lemma by induction. Let p be 
fixed and assume that for all nl< M. all Y, and all .F such that s + 2~ < M/T. 
that all the multiple integrals I,,,,, ?, ,(.#‘?‘“‘(A ,, A2)) are r(l,,(.f’))- 
measurable. We will show that the same holds for 1716 M + 1. 
.s + 2r < (M + 1) p. The proof is as follows: consider first the product 
I M,’ Zr ,(.f@‘“‘(A,, A2))’ (D” ‘z,lc,r’,, h,,O “’ Oh,” ,>. (6.8 1 
By the induction hypothesis this product is r-measurable. By the product 
formula for multiple Wiener-It0 integrals, (6.8) can be expressed as the 
sum of two multiple integrals. One of these multiple integrals is of the order 
(M+ l)p- 2r - (s + p - l), the second is of lower order (because of the 
contraction) and its order is (M + 1) p - 2(r + 1 ) - (s + p - 1). Note that 
the last integral can be obtained from multiple integrals of the type 
I .Mp 21 ,df0”‘3 A 1, AZ) exactly as in (6.5) and consequently the second 
term in the chaos decomposition of (6.8) is r-measurable and since (6.8) is 
also z-measurable, it follows that the elements (of order (M + 1) p - 2r ~ 
(s + p - 1)) in the chaos decomposition of (6.8) is also t-measurable. 
Next consider the product 
I ,wp 2, ,PU(A,. A,))‘(D” ‘u,,(r,,> h,,O “’ Oh, 2). (6.9) 
Applying the product formula to the product yields three multiple integrals. 
As before, two of these integrals can be expressed in terms of series involv- 
ing integrals of the type I,,, 2r ,(.f‘@“) (which are r-measurable) and 
integrals obtained in the decomposition of (6.8) which were shown to be 
r-measurable. Consequently, all the terms in the chaos decomposition of 
(6.9) are r-measurable. Repeating the same arguments to the product of 
I .&+ 2rm ,(P”(A,, A?)) with (D” ‘(I,>(f), . ..). . ..) (DZ,(f), h,), Z,,(f) 
yields that the elements of the chaos decomposition of the products are all 
T-measurable which completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Assume that far evety 0 E T”, @i(t) is an L’ symmrtrit 
p-kernel in the t variables where t = (t, , . . . . t,,); moreover, assume that @ is 
an L2(T pf “) kernel in all its variables (0 and t). Further assume that ,for 
almost all t, Lehesgue Tp, I,(@;), i.e., that the multiple Wiener-It0 integral 
of @ in the 0 variables ,lith t as a parameter, is measurable M.ith respect to 
some subsigma field q. Assume that F(W) E ED , und .srt 
Z=Z,(E~F(W).Z,,(~,q)}); (6.10) 
then Z is measurable ,cith respect to q 
Prop/: Multiple integration by parts (cf. Proposition 2.4 of [3]) yields 
EF( W) I,( q, = E( D”F( W), @( Iv,;> (6.1 I) 
for almost every 8, 0~ Tc. Since @:j is a non-random kernel. we have that 
for a.a. 0 
EFI#;) = (ELY’F, ds;) = [ 
f i’ 
G;(t) p(t) dt, 
where p(t) = E(D”F),. pence 
and the result follows since p( -) is non-random and I,>(@;) was assumed 
to be q-measurable. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let A, denote a contraction of 
f ‘@“’ with 1.4,1 = r as defined by (6.6). The kernel ,f‘@“‘(A,) is an mp --- 2r 
kernel. Let 11 be a subset of A, = A -A r with i/Q = the number of elements 
of fi, for 1 d l& <mp - 2 /A, I. Denote by I,,( ) the multiple Wiener-It0 
integral with respect o the /I variables, then Z,Jf@“‘(A ,)) is a collection of 
random variables parametrized by t E T”lp ’ IAl’ ipi. By Lemma 6.2, for 
almost all (Lebesgue) t in T”ii’-+Z i-4i’ IPi, the random variables Z,(l@“‘(A, )} 
are z-measurable. Since random variables of the type 
Z = Fi(,(.fL W,(f), fl,, >+ . .. . W,,i.fl k,,,,,,) . 
. . . . (D” ‘I,>(t), h,,O I.. Ohp ,)I, (6.12) 
FE C/r’( KY”), nr~ N are dense in L”(t), it suffices to show that for any Z as 
defined by (6.12), for every NE N, the projection of Z on the Nth Wiener 
chaos is t(i,(,f’))-measurable. The projection of Z on the Nth chaos is 
given by I,(EL)‘vZ). Now, Ct,‘Z are finite sums of the form 
F’“‘( I’) ~,~(,~~(~~)), where V denotes the argument of F( .f in (6.12) and r 
denotes partial differentiation. By Lemma 6.2, Zil(J‘@t”( A, )) is ~(l~(f))- 
measurabie a.e. (Lebesgue) in its free parameters; consequently, by 
Lemma 6.3, 1,,(E{ F”( I/) Ia(,f@“‘A , ) )) is r(Z,,(,f))-measurable. which com- 
pletes the proof, 
THEOREM 6.4. Let .f; g be qzmmetrir kernels in L’( Tp) unu’ L’( TY), 
respwtiwly, then the jollowing we eyuiualent: 
(i) r(Z,,(,f‘)) und ~(Z,fg)) ffre independent 
(ii) A’ir(~,,(.f’)) 1 A’frif,,(xr:)) 
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(iii) Any two associated tangent spaces are orthogonal 
(iv) I,(.f) and I,(g) are independent 
(v) ,I’@, g=o, U.S. dt” ‘<’ ‘, where ,f’@ , g is defined as 
.f% g= “1, .fh f,, . . . . t,, ,, 0) g(H, $, . . . . $,+, J d0. 
Proof: Note that z(Z,,(J’)) is countably generated and by Theorem 6.1 it 
is L- ‘-faithful. By Theorem 3.3, 
(iii) = (i) By Theorem 6.1, r(Z,,(,j‘)) and t(Z,(g)) are complementary 
hence, by Corollary (5.7) 
(iii) o (ii) By Theorem 5.11 and Proposition 5.9(i) 3 (ii). The equiv- 
alence of (iv) and (v) is shown in 191. Finally, (i) 3 (iv) and, by Eq. (6.1), 
(v) implies (iii). 
COROLLARY 6.5. Suppose that r(Z,) and $1,) ure independent of‘ r(I,.). 
Then ~(l,,) v ~(1,) is independent of~(Z,.). 
Proqf: By Proposition 2.7, 2.8 and by the fact that z(Z,)) and $I,) are 
complementary, ~(l,,) v z(Z,,) is again L -‘-faithful. If K, is a tangent space 
for r(Z,) and K2 is a tangent space for z(Z,) then K, + KIH is obviously a 
tangent space for r(Z,>) v I and it is orthogonal to any tangent space of 
t(Z,) by the hypothesis and Theorem 6.4. The result follows now from 
Theorem 3.3. 
The following result follows directly from the Lemma 2.6: 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Suppose that (T,) is u ,jinite jirmily of LTfaithful 
pairwise complementary o-algebras such that, ,for an?’ i, L’(T,) n .d is dense 
in L’(r,). Then v r, is again L ‘yfUzful. 
THEOREM 6.7. Suppose that I = (I,,(j”,); x E I), J = (fy,j g,,!; /I E J) he 
any tbvo families of multiple Wiener integrals. Then these tbvo families are 
independent if and only if their elements are pair,z?se independent. 
Proof. (e) Let Fc I, G c J be any two finite families such that 
VZ, E F, I, E G, I, and Z2 are independent. Then the sum of tangent spaces 
of the elements of F is orthogonal to the sum of the tangent spaces of 
the elements of G. Since by Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 6.4, 
t(ZI) v ~(1~) v ... v r(Z,,,) with Z,E F and t(JI) v v r(J,,,,), with J, E G 
are again L ‘-faithful, the result follows by Theorem 3.3. 
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